xxter hotel
KNX hotel room control

The xxter hotel solution allows you to provide your guests access to control their hotel room
for the duration of their stay. At the end of their stay or when the reservation is cancelled,
access to the room is no longer possible.
The xxter hotel room is a new, separate license and product from the regular xxter product.

Check in
When the guest makes his reservation, the reception can check the guest into the room and
choose the relevant “Program”. The default check-in and check-out times and the default
program for your guests can be set up in a separate management console. Of course, the
reception can always make another selection, based on the situation.

QR code
After check-in, a QR code is generated automatically. When the
guest scans this code within the period of his reservation, the xxter
app will automatically be set up, the appropriate profile is loaded
and the guest has access to control his room.
The QR code can be printed or sent to the guest by email.

Program
A personal program can be shown to the user in the app, as a form of narrow casting. This
can be used for instance to show the restaurant menu, special offers, the laundry service or
relevant information about the surroundings. This page is generated automatically for the
hotel guest, based on the options that are chosen by the reception.

Wi-Fi
The Wi-Fi settings of the hotel can be preconfigured in the management console. When the
hotel guest uses the QR code to set-up the app, the device will also automatically connect to
the configured Wi-Fi. This makes sure that in one scan, everything is ready for the guest.
There is no need to provide the Wi-Fi information separately.

Rooms overview
In the rooms overview, you have a clear overview which rooms are checked-in for which
periods. Here the reception can also see which programs are selected for every guest. These
reservations can always be edited by reception.

Care hotel
By combining the alert service and intercom integration of xxter with the hotel solution, the
app can be enhanced with an “Nurse alert” option. In case the guest hits an alarm button in
the app, a call will be made to a nurse station, after which a video call connection can be
started. This makes the hotel solution appropriate for care hotels, where guests require
special attention. The narrow casting of the programs can be used to supply revalidation
programs, daily activities or a tv guide.

Image pages
With the image pages of xxter, you are completely free to style the look and feel any way
you want. This allows you to create a profile that exactly matches the identity of the hotel.

